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Telework dedicated / remote conference system
Utilization of latest AI + IOT / ICT technology

※ February 2020 Latest plan
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2020 model Maximum work efficiency of telework utilizing AI + IoT + ICT technology
"Telework" realized with the latest hardware and software
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whiteboard)

Creation of automatic minutes by automatic voice recognition utilizing AI

Equipped with an "electronic whiteboard"

■Multi-function machine for multi-remote meeting with Android OS 8.0
■Equipped with online web conferencing system for remote meetings
■Increase the amount of communication with electronic whiteboards
■The contents written on the electronic whiteboard can be transferred remotely through the
screen using a QR code
■Since the amount of data communication is small, you can also connect from a smartphone APP
■Expense application and processing for remote work becomes difficult
→ QR code payment application
※ Scheduled to be released at the end of 2020.5

Utilizing AI + ICT technology to maximize work efficiency and conference efficiency of
remote work

Solving the problem of "telework" at home with the latest technology ...
(Installed technology): Build an electronic monitor and
communication QR code transmission system

ICT 1

In telework, business reports and brief meetings can be made only with monitors such
as notebook PCs, but it is still difficult when discussing or considering new matters.
It is impossible to discuss in depth that the conventional "whiteboard" cannot be used
only by displaying and sharing the materials for the meeting created in advance on the
monitor.

Solution ➡ Utilization of electronic “whiteboard”

(Example) Director's home

(Installed technology): AI automatic recording function of speech content

AI

2

It takes a lot of time and effort to write down the minutes and record
the minutes using only "voice" from the microphone.
Solution ➡ Utilize voice recognition AI to automate voice transcription and business reports

(Installed technology): Data file of recorded contents QR code composition function

QR

3

「In the "Telework Online Conference", you can instantly transmit the conference
contents recorded by discussing and recording on the "electronic whiteboard" by
focusing on hearing and conversation through the screen with a QR code.
Solution➡Compose QR code to realize data transfer through PC or smartphone screen

Voice recognition

Speaker identification

(Example)
Director's home

(Example)
Employee's house

Communicating "whiteboard function“
Utilizing a communication whiteboard for remote meetings at the same time as remote work
For managers such as the president, department manager, section manager, section manager, etc.,
set up a "white board" to communicate at home or office as a conference leader.
It is possible to build a conference environment that is the same as before.
The contents entered on the whiteboard can be instantly transferred by scanning the QR code.
There is no need to create minutes and share them by email.

At home
Conference leader / manager
Smart electronic board
* Equipped with electronic whiteboard

The person who
leads the meeting

At home
Subordinate / New employee

The people who
attending the meeting

PC

PC

Tablet

Easy transfer of electronic whiteboard contents
with QR code display at the end of the meeting
Smartphone

Sound collector
mounted camera

Read through the PC screen
with the smartphone
QR code function
→ Instant data transfer

Web conferencing at up to 30 locations

Best performance with ICT / IoT / AI technology

Latest
Hardware
All-in-one multifunction device
Communication electronic whiteboard, conference system, company equipped
with Android OS 8.1, smart device for education
Smart electronic board with multiple functions
Introduced by over 10,000 companies
Since the smart electronic board is equipped with Android 8.1 and can be installed
with Windows OS, it is possible to use various software and applications (APK files).

Communicating “Whiteboard” Scanning the QR code
automatically transfers the whiteboard
Equipped with an electronic whiteboard (blackboard function), can easily share the screen
while using the camera and QR code transmission function by using the electronic
whiteboard for discussions and proposals during remote meetings, classes, and training.

Overseas actual shipments exceeded 30,000 - M3 latest model
Launched from December 2019 through M2 model and M2A model.
We export to the world at a pace of 3000 units per month.

Latest
Software
It can be used in various fields such as
Remote Meeting conference education and training
that can connect to up to 30 locations simultaneously.
Introduced by over 10,000 global companies
Over 1 million RemoteCall sessions per month. At this moment,
RemoteCall customer support is being provided all over the world.

Service stability
We have built servers in 15 countries around the world to provide stable
services around the world. There is no need to worry about failures due
to the dual server construction.

15 years since the service started
The world's first successful development and commercialization of a
remote support product that uses remote technology.
We continue research and development and have obtained more than
60 related patents worldwide.

Use IoT technology to remotely grasp the situation of the site without going to the site

Latest
Hardware

Android / Windows with dual OS
"Communicating whiteboard" realized with 1 mm touch accuracy

Communication type
IoT monitoring system can be displayed
"electronic whiteboard" function
* Interlocking with DATA V
* Area 99 times larger than usual (99 pages)

Various software by Android OS 8.0
Application can be installed

Equipped with Android OS 8.0 as standard
* Windows 10 / genuine OPS dual possible

Data V has the ability to create graphs that combine data with
geographical information such as route maps, heat maps, and scatter plots
based on 2D and 3D maps.
Various templates such as management center, regional analysis, realtime monitoring, operation screen, etc. are prepared and can be easily
customized. You will see a high quality screen as if created by a
professional designer.

Communication devices equipped with the latest IoT / ICT technologies that
support the IT of companies

Latest
Hardware

Android / Windows with dual OS
"Communicating whiteboard" realized with 1 mm touch accuracy

■Exchangeable boot logo, custom boot screen
■Android 8.0 / 8 core processor / ・ RAM: 3G / ・ ROM: 32G
■Android CPU is A73 / A53 Quattro core 1.5G or above / Memory 3G DDR4 or above ■Automatic recognition of external camera on Android
■Touch control switch: Custom touch switch to prevent accidental operation
■Support Operating System: Win7 / Win8 / Win8.1 / Win10 / macOS, System
Version: Android ≥5.0.1
■Whiteboard: Pen thickness, pen color, background can be changed freely, color can be
freely edited Drag, expandable / reducible page, screen clear, save, insert image, add
■Android quattro screen feature: When connecting multiple devices at the same time
more than 99 pages, Delete page preview
you have the freedom to choose display screen, single screen, dual screen or
■10 points can be written on the whiteboard
quattro screen support for different scenes.
■High precision infrared touch frame
■Resolution：3840×2160
■Full HD 4K resolution display requirements
■Brightness：≥400cd/ m2
■Resolution≥32767 * 32767
■Chromaticity is 1.07B (10 bits) or higher

■Whiteboard supports three storage methods to scan QR code with U disk, email and
mobile phone
■Dual WIFI setting, two-way WIFI support 2.4G / 5G dual band, WIFI connection
network method, the other is hotspot projection, which makes the conference more
secure without the password setting switches on the same screen interfering with each
other

■Use storage memory 32G or more
■VGA input / HDMI input / output (2 + 1 port) / RS232 / LAN / PC-AUDIO / S-PDIF
output
■OPS / Audio output / DP
■Compatible Interface: Support USB3.0 / 2.0 / 1.1

■Bluetooth support for Bluetooth transmission
■On-screen mirroring and counter control: When the speaker speaks on the podium, the
smartphone screen or tablet can be used to reverse the laptop screen from the board
while having a PowerPoint conference.

■Equipped with three types of interactive systems as a method for displaying on a board
■Made of high quality carbon steel tempered glass
screen from a notebook PC, etc.
■There is no interface on the front panel, and the thin frame design on the four sides
A: Wireless mirroring B: OPS computer with built-in plug-in C: HDMI wired cord used
is made of aerospace aluminum material
* USB cable for connecting a notebook or desktop
■Aluminum oxidation treatment (simple appearance)
■The Mohs 7 hardness is adopted to ensure the safety of the display and the safety
■Supports external wired or wirelessly connected computers for touch-in-one extended
of lighting.
screen display and touch return support
■Body sound playback, HDMI extension sound source, wireless sound source, 3.5
mm external sound source

DATA V-IoT device monitoring & data analysis system construction
High-performance real-time data visualization that combines a variety of graph patterns and visualization functions with maps

By using it in combination with the IoT device and sensor developed by our company,
the situation can be seen at a glance remotely without going to the site!
In addition to the basic charts, Data V has the ability to create charts that combine data with geographical information such as route maps,
heat maps and scatter plots based on 2D and 3D maps.
Third party graph libraries such as E Charts and AntV-G2 also integrate smoothly with Data V.

Various templates such as management center, regional analysis, real-time monitoring, operation screen, etc. are prepared and can be easily customized.
You will see a high quality screen as if created by a professional designer.
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Communication device equipped with the latest AI + IoT / ICT
technology to support remote work
■Integrated multifunction machine of OA equipment equipped with ICT / IoT technology
・Equipped with an “electronic whiteboard” that communicates, equipped with a screen transfer function using
a QR code, linked to the IoT monitoring system
・Enterprise version smart device with Android OS 8.0 - integrated multifunction device
* Windows OS can be installed as an option with OPS
■Utilization of information sharing / conference system by IoT / ICT interactive communication
・Sophistication of information sharing and meetings through ICT interactivity (use of electronic blackboard)
・Use as a large-scale communication tool and display monitor for companies
■For remote work / remote remote conference ・ Utility as a training and education tool
・ Utilize remote communication to solve new social issues * RSupport
Before

Conventionally, various devices are
confused in the office

Devices that have only a single function and cannot operate / control collectively
because the communication interface is complicated are confusing in the office.

Whiteboard・Projector・Display monitor・Acoustic speaker
Cameras・Tablets・Desktop computers・Digital signage

After

ALL in one integrated
multifunction device
Electronic communication whiteboard with
touch sensor can be used up to 99 pages

The latest M3 model is all in one device

Optimizing communication types and means - "whiteboard function" to communicate
Communication using whiteboards is usually difficult only with video calls
※ 100 Surveys: What is your preferred communication tool? * Multiple answers available
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Web
Remote
You can select the service charge plan according to your usage scene.

Flat rate plan

Meter rate plan

Comparison of other companies'
web conferencing services
Q1. What is an appropriate price plan
for a web conferencing system for a
50-person company?

Initial cost

990円/ID(Monthly)
Unlimited
Special
feature

Can use it
whenever
you want

0

R products

29JPY/m

※ From a
contract of 5
people or more

■Unlimited number of conference rooms
■You can start and participate in the
meeting by yourself at any time
■No time limit
■Visitors can easily join the meeting (free)
■Conference participation possible
from up to 30 locations
■User management function provided
■Convenient recording function
■Mobile app provided
■HD image quality support

❶Meter rate plan
(※ Connection criteria from 2 locations )

Special
feature

Pay only for
the time used

■No user registration limit
■Payable according to the meeting time
■No additional charges due to additional
conference locations
■Visitors can easily join the meeting (free)
■Conference participation possible
from up to 30 locations
■User management function provided
■Convenient recording function
■Mobile app provided
■HD image quality support

51
JPY

8 0 JPY / m

(※ Generated from
the connecting base)

2 9 JPY / M

❷ F l a t ra t e p l a n
L products

101,100

JPY
S products
1 5 0 ,0 0 0
JPY
(※ Separate
initial fee)

1 0 0 ,0 0 0 円

(※ When converting
the annual section
into the monthly
section）

48,900
JPY

Online web conferencing system - anyone can use it easily and instantly without
learning how to use it
Remote Meeting is a SMART V BOARD recommended web conferencing application for collaboration.
Easily conduct multi-site web conferences (up to 30 sites at the same time) on mobile devices as
well as PCs anytime, anywhere.
You can do it・ Anyone can use it ・easily and immediately without learning how to operate it.
Online web conference at up to 30 locations

It can be used in various fields such as Remote
Meeting discussions and lectures where up to 30
sites can be connected simultaneously.

Remote Meeting made easy with AI demo
Provides AI minutes with a voice recognition
function that automatically converts the
speaker's voice into text.

Five convenient Remote Meeting functions for teleworking when used in
combination with hardware

Start a web conference right away
Even if you are not good at operating PCs and IT equipment, it's okay!
With Remote Meeting, anyone can have a smooth web conference.

Program installation is troublesome even for
those who are familiar with machine
operation ... Remote Meeting can be started
immediately from the usual Web browser
without installing the program on the PC, so
even people who are not good at PC operation
can use it It is popular because it is easy.
Various problems tend to occur in the introduction
of IT environments, new equipment and programs
that differ depending on the site and
department ... Since there is no need for
installation, errors are reduced accordingly, and
the burden on the system staff at the time of Web
conference introduction and transfer is also
reduced. Can be reduced.

For web conferencing systems that need to be
installed Software updates are essential.
Updates are displayed only when you are in a
hurry ... With Remote Meeting, you don't have
to worry! You can always use the latest system
from your web browser.

Five
convenient
Remote
Meeting
for when
teleworking
when used
Five convenient
Remote
Meeting
functionsfunctions
for teleworking
used in combination
withinhardware
combination with hardware
Realizes communication as if you were in the same space With convenient functions, you can hold more efficient and smooth meetings.

Supported document formats

Minutes

Document sharing

You can jointly
create the
minutes of the
meeting contents
and information.

You can share
documents and images
and make
presentations while
writing and using the
laser pointer.

Screen sharing

You can share the full
screen or application
screen.

Chat

Chat with the
participants in
the meeting.

Recording

Start recording with
one click and save to
cloud.

Five
convenient
Remote
Meeting
for when
teleworking
when used
Five convenient
Remote
Meeting
functionsfunctions
for teleworking
used in combination
withinhardware
combination with hardware
Minutes and timeline

You can use the laser pointer to emphasize
the description on the shared document.
It is also perfect for collaborative work
because the participants can also write.

Minutes

Chat / timeline

■Voice information text is automatically converted
and recorded for each participant
■Save minutes to file
■Create and edit minutes during meetings
■It is also possible for participants to write
simultaneously
■Manage meeting progress on the agenda
■Read the minutes created in the past
■Share by email
■Save / confirm in cloud

Speaker-sensing function for more realistic meetings

Even in a conference with many participants,
the speaker is automatically displayed on
the main screen, so a comfortable
conference is possible.
You can also select the main screen.

Five
convenient
Remote
Meeting
for when
teleworking
when used
Five convenient
Remote
Meeting
functionsfunctions
for teleworking
used in combination
withinhardware
combination with hardware
From the LOUNGE that appears after logging in,
select an empty meeting room
and click [Start Meeting].

DATA V-IoT device monitoring & data analysis system construction
High-performance real-time data visualization that combines a variety of graph patterns and visualization functions with maps

Presentation
View business performance data in a variety of
settings such as investment meetings, press
releases, trade shows, quarterly reports and more.

We serve all suppliers, from producers to distributors, reduce the risk of
supply and demand imbalances and reduce waste disposal.

Monitoring
We will promote data-driven business growth. Realtime display of operating status, early warning, and
support for quick action are possible.
Decision making
Live presentations of multidimensional data allow
you to discover the potential value of your data and
open up new business opportunities.
Easy to use interface
With a graphical interface and configuration widgets,
you can create dashboards with a simple drag-anddrop operation.

Accurately grasp consumer trends based on data visualization and implement new
product planning and development, production planning, and sales planning. It is also
possible to realize the needs of real-time automatic analysis, online consulting, online
diagnosis, etc.

IoT / ICT device board size development

55inch

65inch

75inch

W1300mm×H771mm W1518mm×H895mm W1745mm×H1023mm
Suitable for about 10㎡

Optimal within 15㎡

Optimum within 15-25㎡

For 2 to 6 people

For 8 to 12 people

For 10 to 15 people

86inch

98inch

W1998mm×H1169mmW2242mm×H1298mm
Optimum within 25-50㎡

Optimum within 50～80㎡

For 12 to 25 people

For 20 to 40 people

【 Standard equipment contents 】
【Hardware】
■Body

: Android 8.0＋ Communicating “Electronic whiteboard"

■Accessories : Touch pen, mirroring device, HDMI code camera
※OPS for Windows can be supported separately

【Software】
■Conferencing Software: Remote Meeting

【Installation / Maintenance 】
■Assembly and installation costs
【 Expenses related to operating instructions for introduced equipment 】

■Hardware and software usage training costs

